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This player’s guide is designed to allow play in a modern setting. It can be adjusted forwards and 

backwards in time as is useful, with existing rules suggesting how other situations and gear might be 

handled. Also, a DM book with monsters to hunt player characters (or vice versa) will be released. In 

the meantime, use this to play military games, track or play serial killers, solve mysteries, and have a 

great time. 

 

Special thanks to Kirin Robinson, for his contribution of Old School Hack (the chassis this is built 

upon.) This is released under the non-commercial creative commons license. Enjoy! 



 

Get a character sheet and get started. Your starting character has 1 wound. 

 

1. Generate Traits. Randomize the traits that will help describe your character. 

 

2. Randomize Talents. Roll once on the talent list to see what your character has been doing with 

life before this point. Note down under ―Concept‖ what your character does for a living. 

 Check with the DM—it may be one of the talents will be assigned, or a different randomizing 

list will be used, if all the characters are part of a group or concept, or you may choose. 

 

3. Roll Attributes. Roll 2d10 a total of 6 times and note the results on 

scratch paper. Then assign one of the numbers to each of the 6 

attributes. (Your character will gain +1 to an attribute each time the 

character gains a level.) 

 When using attributes, the player rolls 1d12 and adds or 

subtracts the modifier from the chart above. The DM sets a 

difficulty.  

 In addition, there are some other practical uses for the 

attributes the player should know about in assigning 

numbers to them. 

 
ATTRIBUTE Description Extra Usefulness 

Brawn Size, physical intimidation Ability to carry heavy objects, wear armor. 

Cunning Trickery, sneakiness, lying, stealth, theft Stealth, deception, starting backgrounds. 

Daring Courage, reflexes, managing risk Adds difficulty to hit you, reflexive dodging. 

Commitment Devotion, intensity, resisting magic & 

suggestion 

Endure mental stress, belief systems, code of 

honor. 

Charm Social aptitude, ability to inspire, persuasion Persuasion, likeability, starting 

backgrounds. 

Awareness Alertness, perception, insight Ability to notice clues. Starting languages, 

skill with a musical instrument. (Characters 

get one common language for free.) 

 
 Adjustments from attributes. Depending on the bonuses on attributes, the character has advantages. 

 Brawn. Each bonus point is 1 heavy object the character can carry without penalty. 

 Daring. Each bonus point is +1 to the starting Defense Class of 8. 

 Commitment. Each bonus point can be spent towards a belief or code of honor. (A negative 

has no effect.) This is not required. 

 Awareness. Each bonus point is 1 additional language the character speaks, or a musical 

instrument the character plays proficiently. (A negative has no effect.) 

 Language examples. French, Spanish, Latin, German, Italian, Chinese, etc. 

 Instrument examples. Keyboard, woodwind, percussion, vocals, guitar, etc. 

 Cunning or Charm. Add the bonus from the two together. If the total is positive, get that 

many ―background points‖ to spend at the end of the process. 

 

4. Choose Starting Backgrounds. At generation, the player adds together any bonuses or penalties 

for Cunning and Commitment to generate a number of Background points.  

 

5. Details and Equipment. Choose a name. Decide what equipment you want to start, within 

reason. The DM has final word on what you can have to start. 

Attribute Bonus Chart 

Attribute -/+ 

5 or lower -2 

6 to 8 -1 

9 to 11 0 

12 to 13 +1 

14 to 15 +2 

16 to 17 +3 

18 to 19 +4 

20 + +5 



 

Get a character sheet and get started. Your starting character has 5 wounds. 

 

1. Generate Traits. Randomize the traits that will help describe your character. 

 

2. Randomize Talents. Roll twice on the talent list to see what your character has been doing with 

life before this point. Note down under ―Concept‖ what your character does for a living. 

 Check with the DM—it may be one of the talents will be assigned, or a different randomizing 

list will be used, if all the characters are part of a group or concept, or you may choose. 

 

3. Roll Attributes. Roll 2d10 a total of 6 times and note the results on 

scratch paper. Then assign one of the numbers to each of the 6 

attributes. (Your character will gain +1 to an attribute each time the 

character gains a level.) 

a. When using attributes, the player rolls 1d12 and adds or 

subtracts the modifier from the chart above. The DM 

sets a difficulty.  

b. In addition, there are some other practical uses for the 

attributes the player should know about in assigning 

numbers to them. 

 
ATTRIBUTE Description Extra Usefulness 

Brawn Size, physical intimidation Ability to carry heavy objects, wear armor. 

Cunning Trickery, sneakiness, lying, stealth, theft Stealth, deception, starting backgrounds. 

Daring Courage, reflexes, managing risk Adds difficulty to hit you, reflexive dodging. 

Commitment Devotion, intensity, resisting magic & 

suggestion 

Endure mental stress, belief systems, code of 

honor. 

Charm Social aptitude, ability to inspire, persuasion Persuasion, likeability, starting 

backgrounds. 

Awareness Alertness, perception, insight Ability to notice clues. Starting languages, 

skill with a musical instrument. (Characters 

get one common language for free.) 

 
c. Adjustments from attributes. Depending on the bonuses on attributes, the character has 

advantages. 

i. Brawn. Each bonus point is 1 heavy object the character can carry without penalty. 

ii. Daring. Each bonus point is +1 to the starting Defense Class of 8. 

iii. Commitment. Each bonus point can be spent towards a belief or code of honor. (A 

negative has no effect.) This is not required. 

iv. Awareness. Each bonus point is 1 additional language the character speaks, or a 

musical instrument the character plays proficiently. (A negative has no effect.) 

v. Language examples. French, Spanish, Latin, German, Italian, Chinese, etc. 

vi. Instrument examples. Keyboard, woodwind, percussion, vocals, guitar, etc. 

vii. Cunning or Charm. Add the bonus from the two together. If the total is positive, get 

that many ―background points‖ to spend at the end of the process. 

 

4. Choose Starting Backgrounds. At generation, the player adds together any bonuses or penalties 

for Cunning and Commitment to generate a number of Background points.  

 

5. Details and Equipment. Choose a name. Decide what equipment you want to start, within 

reason. The DM has final word on what you can have to start. 

Attribute Bonus Chart 

Attribute -/+ 

5 or lower -2 

6 to 8 -1 

9 to 11 0 

12 to 13 +1 

14 to 15 +2 

16 to 17 +3 

18 to 19 +4 

20  +5 



 

Players may randomize on these charts, or choose. The DM may require one method or the other. 

 

If the player is choosing Physical Traits, then the DM may allow each ―good‖ trait to be gained for 1 

Background point or a balancing ―bad‖ trait. 

 

Note on the Age Bracket: A system for generating younger or older people is not included here. 

Players who want to try out such marginalized and endangered individuals are encouraged to discuss 

it with the DM and come to a mutually agreeable arrangements. 

 

Age 

1: Teen (13-18) 12+1d6 

2-3: Young Adult (20-30) 18+2d6 

4-5: Responsible (32-52) 28+4d6 

6: Old (54-74) 50+4d6 

 

Weight 

1. Rail thin (-1 Brawn) 

2. Slim 

3. Balanced 

4. Meaty 

5. Pudgy 

6. Obese (-1 Charm) 

 

Height (Male, 5'11. Female, 5'6) 

1. A foot too short 

2. 6" too short 

3. About right, shorter 

4. About right, taller 

5. 6" too tall 

6. A foot too tall 

 

Relationship (at the start of the game) 

1. Dating 

2. Incurably Single 

3. Going Steady 

4. Married 

5. Divorced 

6. Widowed 

(Teen is -2 with a negative result indicating they 

haven't started yet. Old people are +1—over 6 

indicates they're past all that.) 

 

PHYSICAL TRAITS (Optional) 

 1 bad, 2-5 neutral, 6 good. 

 Roll 2 times, ignore duplicates 

 

Bad (-1 to Charm test when it applies) 

1. Acne 

2. Smelly feet or breath or B.O. 

3. Bucktoothed 

4. Off center eye 

5. Nervous tic 

6. Itchy 

 

Neutral (2d6) 

2. Big laugh 

3. Not enough hair 

4. Awkward 

5. Glasses 

6. Slouch 

7. Penetrating voice 

8. Vaguely mournful looks 

9. Wild hair 

10. Striking eye color 

11. Baby faced 

12. Resembles celebrity 

 

Good (+1 to Charm test when it applies) 

1. Sexy 

2. Classically attractive 

3. Smooth skin 

4. Charming accent 

5. Singing voice 

6. Instinctive fashion sense 



 

Choose from this list, or randomize on it (3d10).  

 

These talents represent skills that it usually takes years to build, so they can only be taken by characters as 

open talents with the DM’s permission. Maybe the character spent a lot of time doing this sort of activity, 

and it all ―comes together‖ with experience. Or maybe the character has a gift for that sort of work. 

 

Normal people and characters who start with 1 wound start with 1 of these talents. Adventurous 

characters and remarkable people with more than one wound start with two of these talents. 

 

 Talents are all “Constant abilities” unless the entry says otherwise. 

 Bonuses apply to tests, not attributes. 

 Characters may take the same Talent twice (except martial arts). This doubles any bonus, and also 

vastly increases any knowledge or training involved. Also, the character is likely a respected expert in 

the field. 

 

3. Artist. +2 to Charm, ability to create artistic works or music, knowledge of famous art and artists. 

4. Cook. Knowledgeable about a variety of recipes and preparing food for large or small groups. 

5. Chemist. Knowledge of chemicals, reactions. Can identify chemicals and create explosives. 

6. Criminal. +2 to Cunning. Knowledge of street culture, picking locks, and illegal goods and services. 

7. Driver. +2 to Daring and Awareness to drive and remember directions. 

8. Entertainer. +2 to Charm, performing artist with skill in a primary performing art and several others. 

9. Executive. +2 to Commitment and Charm to stay calm, develop plans, and delegate. 

10. Gun Nut. +1 to hit with firearms, can spend 1 Morale to make a shot ―critical.‖ Knowledge of guns. 

11. Homemaker. +1 to all tests involving keeping an eye on something or dealing with people. 

12. Information Technology. +1 to Charm and Awareness, knowledge of computer systems. 

13. Journalist. +2 to Charm and Awareness using persuasion or performing (writing or acting.) 

14. Lawyer. +2 to Charm, knowledge of city, state, and national laws. 

15. Martial Arts. Roll 3d10 to attack unarmed, target takes 1 Wound, or 0 on Daring diff 7 test. 

16. Mechanic. +1 to Awareness and Brawn to diagnose and repair a wide variety of mechanical devices. 

17. Medical. +1 to Awareness for diagnosis, knowledge of medical equipment and procedures. 

18. Military. +1 to Brawn and Awareness, knowledge of weapons and equipment of modern warfare. 

19. Laborer. +2 to Brawn and 1 extra Wound, knowledge of construction equipment and techniques. 

20. Photographer. +1 to Awareness, know camera gear (still/movie), digital and analogue, tampering. 

21. Pilot. +2 to Daring and Awareness to pilot aircraft and boats. Know nav and comm. equipment. 

22. Repair Technician. +1 to Charm and Awareness, knowledge of 1 plumbing, electric, etc. system. 

23. Retail. +2 to Charm for being polite when helping people, and to Awareness to organize things. 

24. Scientist. +1 to Awareness, knowledge of complex scientific equipment, procedures, and facts. 

25. Security. +2 to Awareness, knowledge of security tools, equipment, and procedures. 

26. Social Services. +2 to Awareness and Charm. After conversation, others can trade morale for insight. 

27. Student. +1 to Cunning and Charm, knowledge of a liberal arts fact with an Awareness test. 

28. Teacher. +1 to Commitment and Awareness, knowledge of a field of study and liberal arts. 

29. Translator. Know 2 additional languages, or +1 to Charm and know 1 additional language. 

30. Wage Slave. Rested. Can spend 1 morale to pass a roll at minimum success needed. 



 

Every ―+1‖ the character’s Commitment grants can be used towards taking a belief system or a code of 

honor. 

 

Each point in a belief system or code of honor adds another +1 to a Commitment roll when resisting 

temptations or violations of that belief system or code of honor. 

 

Players should suggest that they get the bonus any time it occurs to them and seems appropriate, 

understanding that the DM is the final interpreter of when the bonus applies and when it does not. 

 

Ideally, players who want characters with these belief systems and codes of honor should write up some 

guidelines and context to make sure the DM and player have a similar understanding of what the code 

means to the character. Beliefs and honor only provide this extra boost if they require structure and 

sacrifice from the character. 

 

Violating the Belief System or Code of Honor 

 

Sometimes the character will fail to live up to the strictures of their beliefs, they will be dishonored. When 

this happens, they get no bonus to Commitment tests of any kind. The only way to restore the bonus is to 

atone, to sacrifice, to somehow symbolically restore the broken relationship. The player and DM can 

work together on what that looks like for the character’s situation. 

 

Sample Belief Systems and Codes of Honor 

 

 Chivalry. The character believes the strong should protect the weak, that people should be treated 

with dignity (even foes), and that honor defines a person to the point where without it, wealth and 

victory and fame are hollow. Politeness symbolizes respect—give it, expect it from those with honor. 

 

 Duty. The character has sworn to uphold a duty. This duty is taxing, and requires sacrifice, but it 

grants meaning and pride in exchange. 

 

 Ethics. The character believes that the integrity of a process of decision making outweighs the end 

result—making a decision correctly, even if the result costs the character benefits, is more important 

than taking what you can get. The social contract means something. 

 

 Faith. The character believes in a religion. The character is bound by the strictures of that religion, 

but also draws moral and emotional strength beyond personal reserves from belief in something 

bigger, supernatural, and mysterious. 

 

 Family Honor. The character values the honor of the family, and is horrified at the idea of tarnishing 

the family with personal misbehavior. The family’s integrity and renown gives the character strength, 

through attachment to it. 

 

 Idealist. The character has a vision for what the future should be. No inducement is more valuable 

than this dream of the future, of what should be—and could be. The character is willing to sacrifice 

now to draw the world closer to this dream of  someday. 

 

 



 

 

At generation, the player adds together any bonuses or penalties for Cunning and Commitment to 

generate a number of Background points. 

 

When the character levels, the player may choose to gain a background point instead of adding +1 to an 

Attribute. The new background must make sense in the context of play. 

 

Career 

0. Unemployed or dead-end job. 

1. Access to some authority or power through work. (Police, construction foreman, journalist) 

2. Granted significant authority or power through work. (FBI, corporation troubleshooter) 

 

Celebrity 

0. Unknown. 

1. Related to or good friends with a local celebrity. 

2. Locally known, a sports, business, performer, or television figure in the community. (+1 charm) 

3. Nationally known. (+2 charm) 

 

Experiences 
0. Maybe family vacations, stayed pretty close to home, pretty boring life so far. 

1. International experience, or dealt with supernatural, or intense job experience. +1 to resist mental 

stress or make conversation. 

2. Well traveled, had many strange experiences. +2 to resist mental stress or make conversation. 

 

Family 

0. Maybe some extended family elsewhere, basically alone. 

1. Strong love in a nuclear family. 

2. Wealthy relatives, good relationships. 

3. Very influential relatives, good relationships. 

 

Possessions 

0. No significant possessions. 

1. Equipped with a firearm with a permit, or a fully automatic firearm with no permit. 

2. Equipped with something not normally available for sale for normal people. 

 

Wealth 

0. No steady income. 

1. Basic resources; rent an apartment, can spend 3d10 dollars, dilapidated vehicle. 

2. Middle class. Own a place, can spend 3d10x10 dollars, reliable transportation. 

3. Comfortable. Pleasant home, can spend 3d10x100 dollars, multiple vehicles. 

4. Wealthy. Mansion or equivalent, can spend 3d10x1,000 dollars. 



 

There are two currencies that good role playing can gain for characters that can be spent in exciting and 

entertaining ways. Morale represents the camaraderie and successes of the players and characters. Insight 

represents gaining more knowledge of the strange and unknown through study or encounters.  

 

 

As play begins, a bowl is in the middle of the table where everyone can reach it. The DM puts in ―morale 

points‖ (these can be pieces of candy, poker chips, d6, whatever) starting at about 3 per player. 

 

During play, players can give these points to other players. Reasons include making the players laugh, 

doing something that is successful or furthers the success of the group, describing a wild maneuver, 

thinking outside the box, or anything else that makes the game more awesome. 

 

Sometimes the rules or a talent may suggest some activity generates morale points. Those come from the 

DM stack instead of the bowl. 

 

When the DM pulls in reinforcements, or blunts an attack on an NPC, or generally pulls some 

underhanded trick, the DM is obligated to ―feed the bowl‖ some more morale points for the players to 

award each other. DMs can do anything with Morale Points that players can, and also some other 

storytelling effects. 

 

The more players spend morale points to do awesome things, the more the DM should step up the 

resistance and feed the bowl by countering with upgrading bad guys, bringing reinforcements, caving in 

exits, boosting damage to characters, and so on. Morale points should drive the energy of the encounter if 

allowed to do so by player and DM choices. 

 

Players cannot spend morale points to boost success if they have already succeeded. When a character 

spends 12 Morale Points, the character gains a level.  

 

 Players Spending Points DM Adding Points to Bowl 

1 Point  +2 to an Attribute roll. 

 Have something handy in reach. 

 Add a cool effect to a normal roll. 

 Use a per-arena talent again in the same 

arena. 

 Upgrade a minion to a guard. 

 Affecting awareness or stealth so a 

sneaky plan is affected, by NPCs or 

players. 

 Adding a talent to NPC forces. 

2 Points  Do +1 wound with a successful attack. 

 Ignore a point of damage just taken. 

 Create an NPC you know. 

 Use a per-encounter talent again in the 

same encounter. 

 Extra attack if surrounded by minions. 

 A bunch of reinforcements show up. 

 Something described changes. 

 Apology for an unpopular ruling. 

 Some hilarious way to make life more 

difficult, like a mistaken identity or 

angry relatives of a seduced NPC. 

3 Points  Recharge a Rested talent outside 

combat. 

 Use a talent from your class you don’t 

have yet. 

 Add a second action in the round. 

 A cheesy plot device leading to an 

irritating capture or NPC escape. 

 Monstrous reinforcements. 



 

On a more serious note, survival horror has overtones of ugliness and mystery, aliens and monsters and 

depraved humans. In dealing with such unusual forces, the characters have flashes of intuition or 

revelation that snap some puzzles into clarity or frame a situation in a new light that is easier to cope with. 

 

Any time the DM inflicts mental stress, the DM may choose to include a number of insight points along 

with the stress. As the mind struggles to cope, sometimes it is pushed out of its ―box‖ thinking and 

stumbles across a deeper truth. Disturbing warping of consensual reality can allow glimpses into other 

ways of thinking and understanding. Often, contact with aliens and monsters will grant insight as a 

strange empathy or first-hand experience with something so profoundly different helps contextualize the 

character’s life and studies. 

 

There are a number of ways to spend insight points. Spending an insight point takes a focus action. 

 Spend 1 insight point to eliminate 1 point of mental stress. 

 Spend 1 insight point to gain 1 fact, clue, or perspective when faced with a mystery, puzzle, or study. 

 Spend 1 insight point to prevent being unhinged. 

 Spend 1 insight point to gain +4 on an attribute roll. 

 

The DM can ask players if they are willing to spend an insight point, if the DM has a particular clue or 

value to offer at that point.  

 

 

When an individual character spends 12 Morale Points, the character gains a new level. Upon gaining a 

new level, the character gains 1 talent from the Open Talent List, and also gains +1 to an attribute score, 

possibly adjusting the bonus for that attribute.  

 

The character has a number of choices for gaining new abilities instead of raising an Attribute by 1, if 

there has been enough ―down time‖ between sessions or the story can justify it. 

 

 Learning New Languages. The character can learn a new language. 

 Expand Artistic Expression. The character can learn to play a musical instrument, or develop 

skill with another kind of art (in the broad categories of performance, visual, or literary). 

 Gaining Backgrounds. The character can gain a point of background that makes sense in the 

context of the ongoing story instead of gaining +1 to an Attribute. 

 



 

Characters are going to see things they cannot unsee. When they encounter mentally shocking events like 

monsters and mutilated corpses, they get a jolt to the sanity. Sometimes that’s enough to unhinge them. 

 

 

Stress is an artificial reaction to the environment. Shocks are not going to stress all their witnesses 

equally. If three characters see some shambling figures, one might take no mental stress. Another, 

knowing they are zombies, takes 1. A third recognizes his undead wife, and takes 2. Knowing more about 

what is going on may toughen the mind, but it may also break it. 

 

Mental stress is a tool for the DM to help players understand how their characters are affected by the 

nuances and very real consequences and implications of things in the character game world. Players do 

not get the full sensory range of an experience, do not have the same background, and are not bolted into 

the reality where these horrific things are happening. Nor should they be! This tool helps role-play the 

mental shock, and also helps mechanically understand how alien or depraved influences damage the 

human mind in the game. 

 

How Many Points? 

 

 1 point. A shocking event or sight. Seeing a mutilated corpse. Seeing a monster. Experiencing 

supernatural dreams tainted by another power. Seeing something subtle but impossible. 

o Most people get a point for successfully hurting others with violence. 

 2 points. Perspective changing. Understanding the folding of time-space, experiencing it. Realizing 

you are not wholly human. Witnessing the horrible fate of a friend dying in agony. 

o Most people get a point for killing a person. 

 3 points. Reality shattering. Staring into the face of an alien god. Experiencing your body shifting to 

something alien, or your mind submerged by a ruthless and monstrous influence. 

 
How to Withstand Points? 
 

As soon as a character is exposed to mental stress, the character may test Commitment. If the player rolls 

7+ on 1d12, the character ignores 1 point of mental stress. 

 

The roll is modified by the character’s Commitment normally. Also, the roll is modified by –1 for every 

point of mental stress the character already has. 

 

Mental Breakdown. 

 

A character can handle a number of mental stress points equal to the character’s Commitment bonus. If 

the character has a negative number on Commitment rolls, or no bonus, or more mental stress points than 

Commitment bonus, then the character must test for a mental breakdown each time a mental stress point 

is gained. 

 

If a character rolls 4+ on 1d12, the character avoids a mental breakdown. The roll is modified +1 by 

each point of mental stress the character already has. 

 



If the character succeeds, then the character manages to cope with this fresh shock. If the character fails, 

then we go on to the possible consequences on the Unhinged table! The DM can roll or choose. 

Unhinged Table 

1. Catatonic. The character goes unconscious for 2d10 hours, then gets a Commitment test 

(penalized by mental stress) each 6 hours to try to wake. 

2. Strange Insight. The character goes totally detached and normalizes the experience, learning 

something and gaining an Insight point. 

3. Fury. Too much. Frustrating. Hate being afraid. Lash out. If powerless, resort to violence! Until 

the character feels some minimum control over circumstances again. 

4. Cowering Terror. Too much, can’t handle it, please don’t hurt me. Lasts at least 10 minutes. 

Snap out of it with a Commitment test (penalized by mental stress) every 10 minutes after. 

5. Absolute Denial. This might turn into catatonia followed by amnesia, or the mind may recoil into 

a suitably plausible cover story, or… the mind does funny things to escape trauma. 

6. Obsessive Compulsive. The character focuses in on a task that must be done—something safe, 

like organizing toothpicks, circling the letter ―d‖ everywhere it appears, etc. The DM can give it 

the ―Catatonic‖ recover time, or the ―Cowering Terror‖ recovery time. 

 

Losing Mental Stress Points. 
 

The character must do something life-affirming to lose a mental stress point. That could be a day off (the 

whole day, and no studying of creepy stuff or watching the news—a real day off.) Maybe it is going 

dancing and clubbing with friends. Maybe it’s getting totally smashed at a frat party. Maybe it is spending 

a day at sea in a small craft, or going into the woods to reconnect with nature. The DM approves the 

player’s plan for the character to unwind and process a mental stress point. 

 

A character can also spend 1 insight point to remove a mental stress point. 

 

Going Mad. 
 

If a character ever gets a number of mental stress points equal to half the Commitment rating, then the 

character may go mad. If the character has a breakdown, then that breakdown goes normally, but also sets 

the tone for a more permanent insanity that is with the character everafter. 

 

A permanent insanity counts as 1 permanent mental stress point, and also influences behavior in a way 

that the character can only resist by spending Insight points or by passing a Commitment test at 7+ as a 

normal mental stress test, getting a point of mental stress in the process. 



 

Characters gain one talent each time they gain a level. Here are talents that are available for them. 

 

There are four different kinds of talents, affecting how often you can use them. 

 Constant. You can use it anytime you want. 

 Arena. You can use it once per combat arena (area), or recharge with 1 morale point. 

 Encounter. You can use it once per encounter, whether you move or are in combat or not. Recharges 

with 2 morale points within one encounter, and a good explanation how. 

 Rested. You can use it once after a good night’s sleep (or at least a meal and a nap), or recharge with 

2 morale points and explain how you managed to get your ―second wind.‖ 
 

Here is a list of the included talents. 

 
Acrobatic 

Appraise 

Armor Specialist 

Artistic Process 

Athletic 

Balanced 

Blather 

Breathless Shot 

Busy Hands 

Butchery 

Canny Fighter 

Carousing 

Cartographer 

Charger 

Cheating Skill 

Command Skill 

Confident 

Conversationalist  

Cover Fire 

Cutting Wit 

Defuse 

Demolitions 

Dodge 

Driver 

Duck and Cover 

Dull to Horror 

Educated Poise 

Elusive 

Escape 

Flattery 

Flexible Paradigm 

Flexible Truth 

Gunner 

Ha HA! 

Hand to Hand Expert 

Hard Fists 

Heft 

Hit the Dirt 

Hospitable 

Impressive Partying 

Improvise Weaponry 

Inspirational 

Judge of Character 

Juggling 

Kill Points 

Liar 

Locksmith 

Mental Toughness 

No You Don’t 

Noir Process 

Nondescript 

Optimism 

Pilot 

Politician 

Prick of Pride 

Reactive 

Repair 

Researcher 

Ruthless 

Sense Weakness Sheathes 

and Holsters 

Silent Step 

Sketch Artist 

Skilled Intrusion 

Sprinter 

Suggestive Inspiration 

Survivor 

Sweeping Blow 

Threaten 

Thrilling Process 

Thug Culture 

Tough 

Tracking 

Watch Your Six 

Weapon of Choice 

Whack-a-Swarm 

 

 Acrobatic. Arena. Cut falling damage in half, rounding down. As a focus action, maneuver to attack 

a foe ignoring the reach weapon AC bonus, shield, and armor. 

 

 Appraise. Constant. The character knows quality, and can estimate the value of real estate, food, 

furniture, art, gems, horses, antiques, or other commodities. Difficult cases and forgeries can be 

correctly identified with an Awareness test. Going to the best market can often increase the value of 

an item. 

 

 Armor Specialist. Constant. The character can ignore -1 to DC and Cunning from wearing armor. 

 

 Artistic Process. Rested. Create a work of art. Upon finishing, assign up to 1 mental stress per 

Commitment bonus to the artwork, and be purged of it. 

 

 Athletic. Rested. Can move as normal, and also act, or can move across 2 arenas in 1 round. 



 

 Balanced. Constant. Honed sense of spatial relationships grants +2 bonus to all movement related 

tests, including Impede, Push, and Throw. 

 
 Blather. Rested. As a focus action, immobilize a single foe with a stream of half-sensible 

commentary, questions, and demands. The foe must test Commitment against your Cunning to be free 

of the effect—until free, the target can do nothing but stand there. 

 

 Breathless Shot. Encounter. The character aims for the heart or throat and fires as a focus action with 

a ranged weapon, at an unaware or unmoving target. If the shot hits, it does an extra 1d5 wounds. 

 
 Busy Hands. Constant. As a focus action, test Cunning against a same-arena target’s Awareness. On 

a success, take any visible object or contents of a pocket, something the target is not actively holding. 

This is noticed on a failure, and prevented on a failure by 5 or more. 

 

 Butchery. Constant. Small animals can make 2 servings of meat and $5 of hide. Medium animals 

(half human size) can make 6 servings of meat and $50 of hide. Big animals (human size) can make 

20 servings of meat and $200 of hide. Huge animals can make 60 servings of meat and $600 of hide. 

It takes about 5 minutes to extract a serving of meat from a corpse, and 1 minute per dollar to prepare 

the hide. Special elements like ivory, venom, and delicacies can be identified and removed. Adjust 

these guidelines as needed. 

 

 Canny Fighter. Arena. The character can gain the advantage of spending a morale point without 

spending a morale point, to fight in hand to hand, melee, or ranged combat in an arena. 

 

 Carousing. Rested. You know how to celebrate in a way that includes everyone nearby. Rousing 

songs, making all jokes funny whether they are or not, and showing people a genuinely good time. 

Easy come, easy go. This celebration is often used as a distraction, or to get into the good graces of 

those you need to impress, or to get the attention of certain local elements. Sometimes just for fun. 

 

 Cartographer. Constant.  Can accurately read and draw maps. Upon studying a map, can identify 

one useful conclusion from it that others would miss. 

 
 Charger. Arena. You can act twice in a row to move and attack with a +2 bonus to attack. 

 
 Cheating Skill. Constant. Sleight of hand, counting cards, grip on dice; the character can cheat, 

adding Cunning bonus to a roll (or doubling it if it is already part of the game). Others detect the 

cheat on an Awareness difficulty 10 test. 

 
 Command Skill. Constant. The character is accustomed to giving orders, measuring others to 

determine their true capacity, and gaining trust. +1 for leadership rolls, for any applicable attribute. 

 

 Confident. Encounter. The character resists that sense of helplessness that is the doorway to insanity, 

with a well-developed sense of self and a grounded confidence in personal expertise. The character 

gains +2 to Commitment tests resisting both gaining mental stress points, and becoming unhinged. 

 

 Conversationalist. Rested. Widely read, the character can engage just about anyone in conversation 

on something that interests them. Gain +2 on a Charm test. 

 



 Cover Fire. Constant. The character can fire a minimum of 3 bullets a round, during the 

Defend/Protect phase. The targets must test Daring difficulty 6 to do anything but cower behind cover 

for the round. (The difficulty is adjusted for those who are not reluctant to be shot.) A target that does 

expose itself allows the character to get one free shot. 

 

 Cutting Wit. Arena. The character can insult one or more foes in the same arena, or an adjacent arena 

if the foes are using ranged weapons. Foes targeting the character must roll an extra die and drop the 

highest. 

 
 Defuse. Rested. When violence threatens, if the character can gain a hearing, the character can make a 

Charm test at +2 to calm tempers and make diplomacy or negotiation possible. 

 

 Demolitions. Rested. The character can look at a room or machine, with a mostly unobstructed view, 

as a focus action. Then the character knows where the load-bearing points are, and the weak points. 

Test Awareness to make a plan to bolster or collapse the structure or machine. The character may not 

be able to bolster or collapse it, but the character will know how to. This talent allows the character to 

create and use explosives. 

 

 Dodge. Arena. When hit with a melee or hand-to-hand attack, the character tests Daring against a 

difficulty of half the successes to hit. If successful, the character dodges the attack. 

 

 Driver. Constant. Gain +2 on Driving tests, and knowledge of how to drive semi trucks, standard 

transmissions, motorcycles, and construction equipment. 

 

 Duck and Cover. Arena. Daring and armor and position all stack; gain advantage of Daring even 

when gaining advantage of kneeling or going prone. 

 

 Dull to Horror. Constant. The character has been through gruesomely hard times; been around 

killing, cheap human life, atrocity, torture, and all humanity is capable of. The character has +2 on 

rolls to resist gaining mental stress from witnessing or perpetrating brutality and gruesomeness. 

 

 Educated Poise. Constant. Can relate to wealthy, educated, powerful people comfortably. Gain +2 to 

any attribute test in social dealings with them. 

 

 Elusive. Arena. If the character can get out of line of sight, then the character can hide. Pursuers 

without special means (like scent ability or magic tracking) only detect the character if their 

Awareness test is higher than the character’s Cunning test. 

 

 Escape. Arena. The character knows how to hurt someone who is trying to hinder the character’s 

movement. If foes grab a character or spread themselves to block the character’s way, automatically 

succeed on the counter-attack, striking a single impeding character. 

 

 Flattery. Constant. The character instinctively senses what others want to hear, and is willing to say 

it to them. Gain +4 to Charm attempts to flatter others, but if the character fails, the target senses 

manipulation, and the character is -2 to Charm until past the awkwardness somehow. 

 

 Flexible Paradigm. Constant. The character is open to possibilities like multiple dimensions, alien 

life and perspectives, non-Euclidean geometry, and other alien ideas. The character has +2 on rolls to 

resist gaining mental stress from witnessing or participating in alien experiences. 

 



 Flexible Truth. Constant. Reframe a story or generate one from scratch in a convincing way. Gain 

+2 to Charm tests when lying or offering misleading truth. Gain +1 more for every absolutely true 

fact included in the story. The target resists with Awareness. 

 

 Gunner. Arena. The character gains +1 extra when burst firing or shooting full automatic. 

 

 Ha HA! Arena. In a burst of enthusiasm, the character can add Daring bonus to a melee attack roll. 

 

 Hand to Hand Expert. Constant. Martial arts or other combat training means the character can fight 

as though armed with a light weapon even unarmed. However, if the target makes a Brawn test, the 

target does not take a wound from a successful hit. 

 

 Hard Fists. Encounter. Spend 1 morale point to add 1 wound to hand-to-hand damage. The added 

wound cannot be shrugged off with a Daring test. 

 

 Heft. Constant. The character can carry one more heavy object than the Brawn bonus would allow, 

and when the character’s lines are clearly visible, the sexy build grants +2 to Charm tests against 

someone who might be attracted. 

 

 Hit the Dirt. Rested. When ranged weapons attack, the character can make a Daring test (difficulty 

depends on the availability of cover) to get behind something or prone after the first shot is worked 

out. The character also gets +2 defense class against all ranged attacks that round, including the first. 

 

 Hospitable. Rested. The character can make a group feel at ease. With minimal resources, the 

character can use friendly wit, creative eye, and humor to create a small restful haven even in 

dangerous environs. The character can help up to 1 person per Charm bonus count as Rested in 1 

hour, as long as there is something (however minor or unpleasant) to eat, and a place to stretch out. 

 

 Impressive Partying. Rested. Automatically win drinking games (Brawn tests vs. others with this 

talent).  

 

 Improvise Weaponry. Arena. For one round, take one kind of weapon and use it in an 

unconventional way to make it act as another kind of weapon (like shifting a shoulder strap to use a 

submachine gun like a reach weapon). Or, find environmental elements and use them as a weapon. 

 

 Inspirational. Rested. Talk with a person or group for at least 5 minutes. If they pass a Commitment 

test difficulty 7, they gain 1 insight point. 

 

 Judge of Character. Encounter. The character has known a lot of people, taken a lot of risks, and 

adjusted a lot of trust. In most situations, the character’s snap judgment is enough. If the situation is 

riskier or ambiguous, the character can test Awareness, against a target’s Cunning (whether they are 

trying to deceive or not.) If successful, the character has a sense of the target’s true motives, general 

emotional state, and the nature of any information the target is hiding. The character can boost this 

roll with morale points. 

 

 Juggling. Constant. The character can juggle up to 1 object per ½ Daring without needing to test. 

Also, +1 to hit with thrown ranged objects within the same arena. 

 

 Kill Points. Arena. Do 1 extra wound in hand to hand or with melee weapons. Upon inflicting a 

critical hit, double damage instead of adding 1. 



 

 Liar. Encounter. Gain +4 to Cunning to tell a bold-faced lie. 

 

 Locksmith. Constant. See the ―How To‖ for lock-picking instructions. Skilled in picking locks, and 

bypassing electronic security too. 

 

 Mental Toughness. Encounter. Ignore 1 point of mental stress. 

 

 No You Don’t. Arena. The character is +2 to attack a character attempting a focus action. 

 

 Noir Process. Rested. The character can use a noir cliché to process a point of mental stress. This can 

be lighting a cigarette with a cryptic philosophical quote, having angry sex, punching someone who 

doesn’t deserve it, chain smoking while playing a blues instrument, or taking a long night walk alone. 

 

 Nondescript. Constant. Others are -2 Awareness to detect this character, and if the character is 

actively stealthy, -4. The character blends with crowds or shadows. 

 

 Optimism. Rested. The character can convert 2 morale to 1 insight point. 

 
 Pilot. Constant. +2 to pilot tests, familiarity with light airplanes, helicopters, jets, prop planes, etc. 

 
 Pleading. Rested. As a Defend action, the character can beg to be spared and granted life, safety, 

and/or escape. Attackers must succeed in a Conviction test vs. the character’s Charm, or they spare 

the character. 

 

 Politician. Constant. See past immediate consequences to long-term implications of political and 

military decisions. Speak the special code of politics, understand and offer veiled threats and 

promises, think one thing and say another. +2 to Awareness and Charm when dealing with political 

situations. 

 
 Prick of Pride. Constant. The character can use techniques subtle or blunt to question another 

person’s courage, honor, and financial security in ways that motivate them to wager even when the 

wager is unwise. Character Cunning against target Conviction. 

 

 Reactive. Encounter. Gain +2 to Initiative. This can be activated after the Initiative roll, but before 

anyone acts in that segment. 

 

 Repair. Rested. The character can repair machines, construction, and cars, appliances, or computers. 

The character can direct a work crew of up to Charm rating. For a house or big vehicle, 1 day per roll. 

A room or car, 12 hours. A computer or smaller area home renovation, 6 hours. Hinges, hubs, 

window replacements, paint jobs, etc. 1 hour. Anything smaller, 30 minutes. Test Cunning to figure 

out how an unfamiliar device works. 

 

 Researcher. Rested. The character can go into records of all kinds (like primary and secondary 

historical sources, property documents, scholarly work, etc.) Spending at least 4 hours, the player can 

test Awareness to see if the character has gained useful information from the research. The character 

can spend 1 morale point per hour to reduce this time to minimum 1 hour. 

 

 Ruthless. Constant. Skilled and practiced in attacking others, this character does not take mental 

stress from harming or killing people unless the DM feeds the bowl. 



 

 Sense Weakness. Rested. The character can consider a group’s social dynamics for about 10 minutes, 

then gain +2 on an Awareness test for any member, difficulty 7+target Cunning bonus. If successful, 

the character gains a sense of the group’s ―pecking order‖, leadership, and who is hiding something, 

or what plan is more likely to succeed. 

 
 Sensitive Spots. Arena. Striking unarmed, a successful attack does one automatic wound that cannot 

be negated by a Brawn test. Striking with a light weapon, do +1 wound if hitting by 5 or more. 

Morale Points can be spent to boost damage as normal. 

 
 Sheathes and Holsters. Constant. Carry any number of light weapons without counting them against 

encumbrance. 

 

 Silent Step. Constant. Practiced stealth adds +2 to Cunning tests to move unseen and unheard. In the 

wilderness, +4. 

 

 Sketch Artist. Constant. The character can draw portraits, copies of artwork, landscapes, etc.—

creating visual representation as needed given a few minutes to do so. Skilled enough for the accurate 

work to be useful. 

 

 Skilled Intrusion. Encounter. The character gets +2 to Cunning tests to pick locks, move quietly, 

blend in a crowd, and identify or defeat security systems. The best clues are seldom out in the open. 

The character can spend 1-3 morale points to get a reflexive Cunning test to avoid triggering an 

alarm or moving into a guardian’s line of sight. 

 

 Sprinter. Rested. The character can lose 1 wound to cross 2 arenas during the Move phase. 

 

 Suggestive Inspiration. Rested. The character makes appropriate music, suggesting the audience 

prepare to fight, sleep, or celebrate. They get +2 to one Commitment roll, or a to-hit roll, in the next 

hour (applied after rolling). Or, they are +2 difficulty on a Commitment test to avoid falling asleep. If 

celebrating, they are +2 to Charm or Brawn tests during a party. 

 

 Survivor. Rested. As a focus action, the character can heal 1 wound per Brawn bonus, or 1 wound if 

the character has less than 3. 

 

 Sweeping Blow. Arena.  Do +1 wound when splitting damage among minions or hitting a swarm. 

 

 Threaten. Encounter. The character can test Charm against the target’s Commitment; if successful, 

the intimidated target complies with a request, or is -2 on rolls until making a Commitment test as a 

focus action. 

 

 Thrilling Process. Rested. Adrenaline flow soothes the knots, and a point of mental stress can be 

smoothed out by taking a ridiculous risk or going far too fast. Whether this is on a race track, 

skydiving, a fling with the absolute wrong person, or something else, it must get the blood pumping 

and focus the character in the now, however briefly. 

 
 Thug Culture. Constant. The character substitutes Brawn bonus for Charm tests to command 

underlings or support a stronger leader. Bullying feels natural and comfortable, both giving it and 

receiving it. Those who understand the strongest should rule will be attracted to this character. 

 



 Tough. Constant. The character has 1 more Wound, and gains +1 bonus on all Brawn tests. 

 

 Tracking. Constant. Identify who or what was present, where they went. Add difficulty for elapsed 

time, rain, difficult terrain, etc. Test Awareness to know one important fact about what happened, or 

the state of those making the tracks. Can be opposed with Cunning. 

 

 Watch Your Six. Encounter. The character is always entitled to an Awareness test when being 

shadowed, opposed by the shadowing character’s Cunning. This applies to crowd situations, traffic, 

stealthy intrusion, and any situation where the character is being observed. 

 

 Weapon of Choice. Constant. Rolling a 10 on any d10 to hit renders an attack ―critical‖ with a 

specific weapon. A week of training can switch to a new weapon. 

 

 Whack-a-Swarm. Rested. Double damage against a swarm. 

 



 

Players roll 2d10 to see if their characters hit. If they tie or beat the defense class of the target, then they 

do damage. 

 

Critical. One of the dice rolled to hit must be distinctive. If it comes up a 10, then the character has hit 

the target in a sensitive spot and does +1 wound. 

 

Order of the Round. There are 7 stages in each round of combat, each with its own special abilities. 

Players can declare their characters are attempting one of these stages each round. 

 Initiative. If multiple characters are on the same stage, then they roll 1d12. The highest roll goes first. 

o The DM tells the players what all the NPCs plan to do before the players declare what their 

characters will do.  

 Change Action. To change actions during the round (before the character acts), the character accepts 

-2 to any roll in the same round. 

 

Free Activities. Switching weapons and moving around up to half an arena away (roughly) count as free 

actions during the combat round. The DM may ask for an awesome point and a description to move 

further. Characters can also ready and use a piece of equipment, put something away, have about 5 

seconds of conversation, or other basic activities.  

 

Defend or Protect Make a counter attack against an  

entity that hits you this round. (A 

swarm or mass of minions=1 entity) 

Defend: Defense class is +2. 

Protect: Attacks against the chosen 

friend hit you instead. 

Shoot With a ranged weapon, attack a target 

in your arena or an adjacent arena. 

With a gun, line of sight. 

Hold and Aim: Attack at any point 

later in the round to interrupt focus or 

choose a target. 

Focus or Impede If you use a focus talent, you are 

busy with it until 7; if you are not 

injured before then, the focus talent is 

successful. 

Impede: Prevent someone from 

leaving your arena. Test your Daring 

against their Cunning. If you 

succeed, you may Corner them (see 

order 7). 

Move Move to an adjacent arena. 

(You can move around in your arena 

for free, up to about ½ the arena.) 

You may need to test an Attribute to 

do this successfully. 

If someone successfully Impeded 

you, you counterattack now. 

Attack Attack someone in your arena in 

melee, hand to hand, or close shot. 

Describe your attack to potentially 

get morale points from other players. 

Push or Throw Try to move yourself and opponents 

to an adjacent arena by Pushing 

them—a single Cunning roll against 

each of their Commitment rolls. If 

any of them succeed, none of you 

move.  

Try to Throw 1 opponent into another 

arena, testing your Brawn against 

their Awareness or Commitment 

(their choice.) 

Focused Events If the focuser remained undamaged, 

the focus action succeeds. 

If you impeded someone and did not 

take damage, Impede turns into 

Cornering: they cannot move next 

round either. 

 



 

An unprotected human-sized target’s default Defense Class is 8. This is modified by Daring—a bonus 

raises the DC, a penalty decreases it. If aiming for a certain size object, use the default DC based on size. 

 

4 Semi trailer, building  

5 Truck, shed, big car.  

6 Small car. Garage door. Mob of people. 

7 Horse Cluster of people. 

8 Medicine ball. Human body. 

9 Exercise ball. Torso or limb. Kneeling. 

10 Volleyball.  Head, shin, forearm. Prone. 

11 Softball.  Face, groin, hand, foot. 

12 Marble.  Feature, digit. 

 

When Daring Bonus Applies. The Daring bonus applies in hand to hand, and when the character is 

moving around (even in the same arena for free.) If the character is not moving around, then the ranged 

DC goes to the default, not counting the Daring bonus/penalty or armor penalty. 

 

Position Replacing DC. When kneeling or going prone, the character trades Daring bonus and armor 

penalty for a new default based on position. Those positions only help against ranged attacks. 

 

Armor. Characters in armor are easier to hit and harder to hurt. 

 Light. -1 DC, ignore 1 wound from relevant attacks. 

o Heavy leather or canvas, sports padding. 

 Heavy. (Counts as a heavy object.) -2 DC, ignore 2 wounds from relevant attacks. 

o Flak vest, firefighter gear. 

 Very Heavy. (Counts as two heavy objects.) -3 DC, ignore 3 wounds from relevant attacks. 

o Riot armor, goalie pads. 

 

Avoiding Armor. Attackers who do not accept the lower DC advantage of the target and attack as a 

focused action can ignore the armor. 

 

Craftsmanship. High quality armor can either reduce the DC penalty by 1 or increase soak rating by 1. 

 

 

An arena is a place to fight that is different from the adjacent places to fight. 

 

 Tight. Narrow place, limits mobility. 

 Hazardous. Footing is difficult, visibility is limited. 

 Open. Little to no cover, wide open. 

 Dense. Crowded, lots of things get in the way. 

 Neutral. Ambiguous, hard to define; the default. 

 Light. Small and quick. Roll 3d10, keep top 2. 

 Reach. Pole arms or chain-based weapons. +1 DC. 

 Ranged. Archery, thrown weapons. Adjacent arena. 

 Heavy. Big, hand and a half. 

 Very Heavy. 2 handed, massive. 

 



Considering the layout, players are encouraged to suggest possible new arenas based on what they see. 

These new arenas can be 3 dimensional; a balcony, a pit, leaping into a pool or up on a table, and so on. 

Arenas are flexible; the top of a semi trailer could be an arena, or a children’s playground, or a railing. 

 

 

Without weapons, attacks do 1 wound. The target of the attack may test Brawn, difficulty 7. On a success, 

the target reduces damage by 1. Attackers may still be dangerous, by spending Morale Points to increase 

damage, or scoring critical hits. 

 

 

+

Light 1 3d10, ignore the lowest. (baton, brass knuckles, pistol) Tight 

Reach 1 +1 defense class. (bo staff, weighted chain, folding chair) Hazardous 

Ranged 1 Attack earlier, and adjacent arenas also. (throwing knives) (target) Open 

Heavy 2 Big, so they do more damage. (baseball bat, rifle) Dense 

Very Heavy 2 or 4 Huge, no shield, +2 more if beating AC by 5 or more. (street sign, deck furniture) 

Unarmed 2d10, count higher. 1 AP to add an attribute bonus. No bleed out. If both unarmed, both +2 to hit. 

 

 Blades. A knife, shortsword, foil, and rapier are light weapons. A longsword, broadsword, bastard 

sword, or katana are heavy weapons. A 2 handed sword is a very heavy weapon. 
 

 Chainsaw. Takes a focus action to start it. It stalls on doubles, the second time it stalls it breaks. 

o Jamming. Every round the chainsaw does damage, test Daring, -1 per wound done. On a 

failure, the chainsaw is jammed in whatever was being cut, and freeing it is a focus action or 

an attack action that must succeed on another Daring test or the saw is broken. 

o Heavy and Very Heavy. The smallest chainsaw is a heavy weapon (unwieldy at least) and big 

ones count as very heavy weapons.  

o Sawing. The chainsaw can be used as a focus action; if successful, damage is x3. 

 

 

Type. 

 Light. 2 wounds. 

 Heavy. 4 wounds. 

 Very Heavy. 6 wounds. 8 wounds if hit by more than 5. 

 

Burst. Apply a -1 to hit penalty firing a burst, and choose one of two benefits. Either +1 wound damage, 

or roll another 1d10 to hit, choose the top 2d10 results. Decide after rolling to hit. 

 

Full Automatic. Apply a -2 to hit penalty firing full automatic. Takes ½ clip. Decide effect after rolling 

to hit. 

 Multiple Targets. Split damage among targets in one arena with a low enough DC to be hit by the 

attack roll (which can be boosted with extras.) 

 Extras. Get 3 extras in any combination. 

o Aim. Each of the extras can add 1d10 to the roll to hit, the top 2 1d10 results are kept. 

o Damage. Each of the extras can add +1 wound. 

 



Stabilizing. There are three ways to reduce penalties or get bonuses to hit. 

 Two Hands. Using both hands on the gun grants +1 to hit. 

 Stock. Using a rifle stock grants +1 to hit. 

 Aim. Taking a focus action to aim allows the shot fired in the next round to be +2 to hit. 

 Craftsmanship. The weapon is exceptionally well made, grants +1 to hit. 

 

Ammunition. Different kinds of ammunition modify the gun’s base damage. 

 Armor Piercing. Ignore 2 points of armor. 

 Magnum. +1 wound. 

 Tracer. +2 to hit with full automatic attacks. 

 

Deadly. Hits to a critical area with modern firearms double damage instead of adding 1. 

 

Concealment. How well can the shooter see the target? (Range and description modifiers stack.) 

 If the shooter would have hit the target but misses because of concealment, the concealment is hit (if 

applicable.) The target may still take damage if concealment is behind a flimsy object. 

 

Bonus to Target 

DC 

Range Description 

+1 Long range Half the target is visible. 

+2 Extreme range A quarter of the target is visible. 

+3  Just half a limb or head, target peeking out. 

+4  Cannot see the target at all. 

 

Cover. How much protection does the target have? 

 

Damage to Cover, Not Target Description 

1 Thin wood, light furniture. 

2 Sheetrock, glass window, sheet metal. 

3 Sturdy wood, car door. 

4 Heavy furniture, solid walls.  

 

Reloading. Exchanging clips or breech loading is a focused action. Reloading a revolver is two focused 

actions, one to clear and one to load, unless using a quickloader. 

 

 

Explosives affect an entire arena at a time. Targets with cover may get some protection from the blast. 

 

Explosive Damage by Range. 

 Long range. 2 wounds. 

 Short range. 4 wounds. 

 Point Blank. 6 wounds. 8 wounds if hit by more than 5. 

 

Explosive Type: Grenade 

Grenades can be thrown or launched from a gun. Thrown, the character can use them in the current or 

adjacent arena, attempting to throw further by spending 2 AP for every further arena (DM rules what’s 

possible.) Launched, use the gun rules. 

 Fragmentation Grenade. Point Blank: Up to 3 meters. Short: Up to 6 meters. Long: Up to 9 meters. 



 Concussion Grenade. Point Blank: Up to 2 m. Short: Up to 4 m. Long: Up to 6 m. 

 Incendiary Grenade. Same range as concussion, but creates Very Heavy flame the first round, 

Heavy the second round, and Light the third round—plus the fire from whatever may be ignited. 

 Smoke. Uses concussion range and ½ damage, but fills an arena and 1 adjacent arena with smoke—

use 4 increments of ½ arena each to show its effect. 

 Teargas. As smoke, but those within suffer ½ wounds and a full penalty to all tests equal to the 

―damage‖ chart. 

 

Explosive Type: Demolitions 
These explosives must be placed, not thrown. Placement tends to be a Cunning test, reducing ―range‖ by 

1 for failure and 2 for rolling a 1 or scoring negatively. Halve damage each meter from the explosion. 

 Shaped charge. 6-20 damage. 

 Depth charge. 20 damage. 

 

Fire. 
The intensity of the fire is Light, Heavy, or Very Heavy. Everything in the fire takes damage every round. 

 Light. 2 wounds. Campfire, stovetop. 

 Heavy. 4 wounds. Bonfire, burning gasoline. 

 Very Heavy. 6 wounds. 8 wounds if hit by more than 5. Napalm, chemical fire. 

 

Improvised Firebombs. Generally a glass container with kerosene or gasoline in it, and a soaked rag for 

a plug/fuse. Designed to shatter and catch fire. 

 Heavy intensity. 4 wounds each round from fire for 2 rounds, then Light—2 wounds for 2 rounds. 

 Generally 3 doses per bomb, each one affecting about a square meter. 

 

Flamethrowers. 

 Military grade. Range is current or adjacent arena. Has 3 doses per round. 

o Intensity. Very heavy for 2 rounds, then heavy for 2 rounds, then light for 2 rounds. 

o Ammunition. Generally comes with 60 points of ammunition. 

o Explosion. If damaged, it may explode, burning with very heavy intensity for 1 round per 

point of fuel remaining, and burning down from there. 

 Hairspray Blowtorch. Range is up to 2 meters, combat range. Has up to 5 doses, each one a burst. 

o Intensity. Light. 2 wounds. 

 
 

 

When fighting a mass of minions in hand-to-hand, the character can spend Morale Points to hit more than 

one minion with one roll. The character can add 1 melee-range minion target per Morale Point spent, up 

to +1 per 1 higher on the roll to hit. Damage can be spread among those targeted. 

 

When fighting swarms, it is not necessary to spend Morale Points. Each point higher the to-hit roll was 

above the swarm’s DC is 1 additional wound the swarm can take from the attack, up to the weapon 

damage. 



 

How do you do some of the things we take for granted in the modern world? Here are some suggestions. 

The DM is, as always, free to use other methods. 

 

An attribute test involves rolling 1d12 and adding the bonus/penalty from the attribute. The ―Difficulty‖ 

chart at the bottom of the pages helps gauge how difficult the test should be. 

 

 Break a door or barrier. Brawn test, taking 1 wound per attempt. 

 

 Climb. Moving in a high place, test Daring or Brawn. If that roll fails, test the other attribute to catch 

on to something before falling. If using gear, Cunning can substitute as the first or second roll. 

Falling damage is 1 wound per 3 meters. 

 

 Drive or pilot. Awareness for normal operations, Daring in a chase or high-speed situation. 

 

 Find information on a computer. Awareness, takes 10 minutes or an hour per roll depending on 

how complex the information is. Defeating security is Cunning against the difficulty. 

 

 Inspire. Succeeding on a Charm test allows one character to give one or more other characters +2 on 

a Commitment test. 

 

 Investigate a crime scene. Awareness, takes 10 minutes. Every 3 successes beyond what is needed 

grants another useful clue. 

 

 Intimidate.  Charm or Brawn against Daring to intimidate. 

 

 Pick a lock. Focus action with Cunning with a lockpick gun. Using lock picks or electronic lock 

picks, with the ―Locksmith‖ talent, use the lock picking system. 

o Quality of Lock. Locks have a difficulty between 1 and 10. Each focus action spent on the 

lock reduces the difficulty by 1. When the player rolls to open the lock, add +3 to difficulty 

for each difficulty category the character has not overcome by spending time. Success opens 

the lock. 

o Quality of Tools. With quality tools, the base difficulty is 3. With normal tools, 6. With 

improvised, 9. No tools at all, 12.  

o Repeated Attempts. Each attempt after the first is at +3 difficulty. 

 

 Swim. The character only knows how to swim if the character has a Brawn bonus. The character can 

go one arena shallower or deeper in a move action, or cross ½ the space that could be crossed on land. 

The character can hold breath for 1 round per Brawn, -1 per action taken without breathing. 

 

 

 

Difficulty Description 

3-5 Simple. Routine, normal, everyday. 

6-8 Standard. Challenging, professional level. 

9-11 Difficult. Complex, unlikely, expert level. 

12-14 Amazing. Almost impossible, superhuman difficulty. 



 

 

In the spectrum between ―simulation‖ and ―game‖ this is way over on the ―game‖ side. The idea is to 

provide a loose general structure for handling vehicles; don’t let this get in the way of common sense. 

Improvise if you’d rather. This is some structure to help run chases. 

 

 Speeds Ruggedness/Cover Concealment Passengers 

Muscle Propelled (run, bike, skate) 1-2 0-1 0 1 

Car 1-8 1-2 2 5 

Sports Car 1-10 1 2 2 

Heavy car/van/truck 1-6 2-3 2-4 9 

Construction/Tank 1-5 3-6 2-4 4 

Light Plane/Helicopter 5-9 2 2 2 

Military Helicopter 1-10 3 2 4 

Light jet 10-20 2 3 8 

Fighter jet 15-30 4 3 2 

 

Speed 

This is an abstract. Rather than measuring how fast the vehicle is going, it measures two other factors—

how much damage it takes to fall out of it while it is going (or run into something while inside, or crash 

into targets) and how it moves relative to others vehicles. 

 Cruising. Difficulty to control the vehicle under normal circumstances is equal to the current speed, 

if a test is necessary. 

 Change Speed. Characters can change speed by 2 as a free action once per round, +1 per Daring 

bonus. 

 

Pursuit 

 Chase Movement. Those in the chase move 1 arena per round per current speed rating, calculated at 

the beginning of the round. 

 Control. The quarry can accept a higher difficulty before rolling, passing that higher difficulty to the 

pursuer if the pursuer wants to keep up. 

 Range bands. Range bands are: 

o Engagement. Close enough to potentially risk a boarding maneuver or strike each other with 

vehicles. Within 2 speed. 

o Behind. Close enough to trade ranged fire, stay in visual contact. Within 1 per ½ pursuer 

speed rating.  

o Following. Visual contact becomes sporadic, it is +3 difficulty to hit with range attacks. 

Within pursuer’s speed rating. 

o Trailing. Only occasional visual contact. +6 difficulty to hit with range attacks. 

o Lost. No longer in a chase. 

 Interpreting the Dice. Every 3 higher one participant is equals 1 range band the participant can 

move. So, if the prey rolls 6 higher, the prey can move 2 range bands ahead. 

 Failure. If one driver/pilot fails, what happens? 

1. Lose ½ movement. 

2. Jostle something. 

3. Grant the foe +6 to their roll. 

4. System failure, as taking 1 wound. 

5. Disabled. 

 



Damage to Passengers 

 Jostle. One vehicle jostles another, doing 1 damage per Ruggedness and taking 1 damage. This forces 

the other driver to test Daring, or risk a mishap. 

 Falling Out. Characters falling out of a moving vehicle take 1 wound per current speed, up to +1/2 

depending on what surface the character lands on. 

 Crash, Occupants. Characters inside vehicles take 1 wound per 2 speed in a crash, -1 per the 

vehicle’s ruggedness/cover if strapped in. 

 Crash, Target. Objects, people, etc. hit by a moving vehicle take 1 damage per [current speed + 

ruggedness].  

 

Damage to Vehicles 

Vehicles ignore 1 damage from normal attacks per their Ruggedness rating, and that’s the cover they 

provide for their occupants. When jostling or colliding, ruggedness cancels out for both vehicles. 

 

When a vehicle takes a wound, randomize. 

6. Steering control -1. 

7. Ruggedness -1. 

8. Speed -2. 

9. Other system disabled, or re-roll (like weapons, sensors, landing gear, etc.) 

10. Disabled. 

 

Conducting a Chase 

 

 Determine speeds of those in the chase. Allow adjustment of 2+ speeds now. 

 Determine distance between those in the chase, in range bands. 

 Characters choose whether or not to add difficulty, then they roll. 

1. Failures work out consequences. 

2. Successes adjust space between pursuers. 

3. Crashing works out damage. 

 

Arena Types 

 Tight arenas double difficulty. 

 Dense arenas are +1/2 difficulty. 

 Neutral arenas are normal difficulty. 

 Open arenas are -3 difficulty. 



 

Name  Player Name  Morale Points  

Description  Birthday/Date  Insight Points  

Concept  Plot Points  Level  

Scars  

Insanity  Mental Stress Points  

Languages / Artistic Mediums Known  

Relationship Status  

 
  
+/ - 

Sheer size, number of heavy things you can carry, physical intimidation 

Trickery, sneakiness, doing stuff others try to prevent 

Courage, facing your fears, trying dangerous stuff without hesitation 

Devotion, intensity, catch-all saving throw, shrugging off magic and wiles 

Social aptitude, ability to inspire or encourage people, persuasion 

Alertness and perception, reflexes, reading between the lines 

 

Name Type Description 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

 Lightly injured 

 

 

 Badly injured 

 

1-3 KO, 4-0 Dying 

Heavy Items:  

  

 

 

 

  +/-  Armor:  

Heavy armor reduces Cunning by -2, Very Heavy armor by -5.  

 


